1. static-brocade, no 12, series I | 20 x 30 x 2 cm | acrylic/ oil/ paper/ canvas | 2017
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poster/leaflet with a text by Yves Michaud
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The sea.
Maibritt Ulvedal Bjelke sees it from her windows. Light shines and lays on it, is reflected, vibrates. Our vision
struggles to retain an image as colours, lights and movements form an ensemble, an endless transformation. On the
surface, horizontal lines emerge, go up, curve, go down, blend - waves, always different. Faced with this unfolding
of events, the spectator is caught, gripped, hypnotized. The powers of perception have no choice but to render.
Through the gaze, this whole enters us, synchronizes with our breath, our interior rhythm - we become a wave, we
become the sea.

colour galore
Far from any representational or naturalistic ambition, Maibritt Ulvedal Bjelke’s most recent works
take possession of the spectator similarly to certain natural phenomena. Oval, square, or even
rectangular multi-coloured surfaces provoke a true perceptive experience, a sensation both physical
and emotional. They are collages made of a multitude of thin strips, cut in large papers run-through with
paint drippings. These strips are then pasted on a canvas in order to reconstitute the drippings.
Depending on the shift made through the “reconstitution”, the pictorial surface is more or less vibrant,
more or less vigorous. This shifting - an irregularity in relation to an initial “order” - creates an intense
shimmer. The eye would like to retain, fixate, find rest, stop “the noise”, but the surface resists and
triggers a relentless visual play. One is reminded of weaving techniques: the chintz, the jacquard and the
Ikat; of bustling pixels from a television that struggles to get reception…

2. static-brocade no 1 – 20, series I | 20 x 30 x 2 cm | acrylic/ oil/ paper/ canvas | 2017
3. view of the studio with four works from the chroma-flirts series and papers with drippings | 2018

colour galore - abundance of colours - is the title chosen by the artist for this anniversary exhibition.
During her 25 year career, Maibritt Ulvedal Bjelke has continuously developed her research on colour,
surface, matter and gesture, by setting procedures.
Step by step, she applies and repeats these systems until a new direction stands out. In this formal
order, emotion slips in and a tension appears which gives the artworks their very own identity.
Conceived in a dialog between control and letting go, they are both primitive-instinctive, formal and
sophisticated. Seen in this perspective, the recent works mark a decisive turn in Maibritt Ulvedal
Bjelke’s career: a path towards a new form, a kinetic art, whereas her previous work showed
parallels with abstract expressionism and experimentations of the French mouvement SupportSurface.
From one all-over to another
By including older works, colour galore also allows to establish a link with Maibritt Ulvedal Bjelke’s
beginnings. At the time, her work consisted in thick, irregular layers of street posters that she dipped in
paint, forming dense colour fields. Then, while continuing to work with poster paper, she developed a
gestural painting that involved the entire body. With time, brushstrokes got narrower and interlaced. The
paper was marouflaged on canvas to form a stretched surface better suited for the fast passages of the
brushes. And when the space predetermined by the stretcher became too constraining, the artist started
to combine narrow stretchers which she first worked on individually in order to create encounters,
discoveries, and new tensions.
Since Maibritt Ulvedal Bjelke uses very liquid paint, drippings have always been part of her work. Starting
in 2008, they replaced the stroke; juxtaposed, in a regular rhythm, they filled the surfaces. The brush
was placed at the top of the surface and the paint, released, started its journey guided by gravity alone…
the artist even went as far as using a pipette. These free, vertical and multicoloured movements were
then transformed by different compositions: upside down, cut in triangles to form squares and polygons…
immense surfaces, or, on the contrary, very small ones. More recently, the artist incorporated the
thickness of the medium itself since the work spread on the stretcher’s edges.

4. static-romance no 01 (detail) | 180 x 180 x 3,5 cm | acrylic/ oil/ paper/ canvas | 2016
5. chroma-flirt no 25 | 40 x 40 x 3,5 cm | acrylic/ oil/ paper/ canvas | 2016

Today, the drippings on paper are the basis of the work. Then comes the manual cutting of the thin strips
across these drippings, followed by the mounting on the canvas. The fixing of each strip is the result of a
specific decision determined by a wish for intense “noise”, regular rhythms, breaks or denser
concentrations of colour. The latter attract and guide the eye in its navigation, on and into the pictorial
surface. The perception of the person looking varies according to the artwork’s format.
During her twenty-five years of exploration, Maibritt Ulvedal Bjelke’s multi-colour “landscape” has
evolved from rough immersion to a meticulous handling guided by the desire to see. A vision that
embraces a wide scope while offering hindsight and a step back. The sea always!
background
The upcoming exhibition of Maibritt Ulvedal Bjelke (born in 1967, Denmark), which is the artist’s sixth
exhibition at the GALERIE MARIA LUND (2004, 2005, 2006 and 2008, 2011), is part of a career that started
at the ENSBA (1988-1993) with Pierre Matthey, Jan Voss, Claude Viallat and the Navajo Indian Joe Ben
Junior as teachers.
Winner of the Vitry Prize in 1999, Maibritt Ulvedal Bjelke was awarded a residency at the Josef and
Anni Albers Foundation (Connecticut, 2007) and at the Mark Rothko Art Center (Latvia, 2009).
She is currently preparing a solo show at the Mark Rothko Art Center for the Summer 2019.
The artist’s work has been regularly exhibited in France, Switzerland, the United States and Denmark - in
galleries (Galerie Suzanne Tarasiève, Galerie Véronique Smagghe, Galerie Zürcher, Galerie Weinberger,
DCA Gallery, Galerie Proarta, Galerie Frédéric Storme) - and in institutions (Galerie Municipale de Vitry
and Kunstcentret Silkeborg Bad with Paper revisioned).
In 2004, she was the guest on a France Culture program (Etats d’art, interview by Marie du Bouchet).
Maibritt Ulvedal Bjelke’s work has been discussed in texts by Ann Hindry, Jeanette Zwingenberger, Yves
Michaud, Bent Petersen and by Peter Michael Hornung.
Two anniversary exhibitions are taking place to celebrate her twenty-five year career: a solo show in
Berlin at GALERIE PUGLIESE LEVI 5.06–14.07.2018 and colour galore in Paris.
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